S10 blazer extreme

In the United States , retail sales of four-door Blazer models ended in fleet sales continued into ;
production of two-door models and four-door models for fleet sales continued until In the
Canadian market, four-door models of the Blazer and Jimmy were sold until the model year and
until the model year for the two-door models of both. The Brazilian variant, based on the
second-generation S-series, continues in production in Brazil with their own sheetmetal
stampings as well as in Canada with the Brazilian, Indonesian and Russian sheetmetal
stampings. In North America, the Moraine, Ohio plant produced only 4-door vehicles, with both
2- and 4-door models being produced at Linden, which was the main assembly plant after the
switch some time after from Pontiac, Michigan , which became a full-size truck plant. The Blazer
and Jimmy appeared as models. The S-series Blazer and Jimmy did not feature removable
hardtops like their full-size counterparts and were only offered in a two-door bodystyle. Base
power was provided by GM's 2. Due to emissions laws , a 1. The 1. The V6 was refitted with a
throttle-body fuel injection system for in order to improve performance and fuel economy. In
order for it to keep being competitive, the Blazer and Jimmy received a new 4. The 2. In March ,
4-door versions of the S Blazer and Jimmy were introduced as a model; the 4-door had a 6. This
new grille also did away with the separate metal filler panel under the grille, since the grille is
taller and took its place. Early production models between March and August were initially
available as a four-wheel drive only; 2WD versions commenced production around Summer
This came just months ahead of the introduction of the Ford Explorer , which replaced the
Bronco II; six-and-a-half years after the segment-leading Cherokee debuted with four doors. The
interior was a carryover from with the exception of the center console and steering wheel X-bar
style similar to the one used in the GMT trucks. Also, the "S" name was dropped from the
Jimmy. Sport package had bigger sway bars, slightly modified suspension and 30x9. Body trim
included also black plastic fender flares, front fog lights and spare tire carrier on the tailgate.
This deleted the Manual gear range selector with a 3 position switch located to the left of the
gauge cluster in the same location that the rear defrost button would be located on
non-electronic transfer-case and 2WD model Blazers and Jimmies when optioned with the
electronic transfer case the defrost button assembly is positioned below the headlight switch.
The electronic transfer-case added luxury however there was no neutral position with the
electronic transfer case, so the owner's manual stated that the drive shaft had to be removed
when the vehicle was being towed. The fuel lines, which were routed on the driver side frame
rail to the TBI fuel injectors, were redesigned where the fuel inlets entered the rear of the engine
same as the GMT This was phased in because of the L35 option which used a similar fuel line
setup. The serpentine accessory drive for the 4. From at least onward, all S10 Blazers and
Jimmies came with four-wheel anti-lock brakes as standard equipment. The first two years of
the ABS system had axleshafts with pressed-on ABS toner rings, which were eliminated during
the latter half of the model year rear ABS control was now done via the vehicle speed sensor. A
5-speed manual transmission remained standard through , but only with the TBI engine. Only
the two 4. The grille alongside the S pickup was revised which was a chrome-plated version of
the base work truck grille found on base S pickups , along with the addition of optional 5-spoke
alloy rims for the 2WD model - basically a copy of the 3rd generation Camaro Z28 15" alloy rim.
Although the second generation S-series pickup debuted in , the S Blazer and Jimmy continued
unchanged for that year, with the only significant changes being a third brake light and the
discontinuation of the rear spoiler. The redesigned S and Sonoma pickups used Ra refrigerant.
The S Blazer and Jimmy seem to have used R until the end of their production run and
subsequent replacement with redesigned models that looked like new-for pickups. The all-new
Blazer was introduced in as a model year. This time, it lost the S prefix for simpler identification,
as the full-size K5 Blazer was discontinued. Exterior and interior size were increased, bumping
it up to a mid-sized SUV. This Blazer appealed to more customers because of the less rugged
appearance and rounded styling, and many storage spacesâ€”a key feature for families. It was
available with the 4. In , the interior and exterior received some cosmetic changes. The
makeover offered a new dashboard with larger buttons and more ergonomically correct driving
controls, as well as larger door handles, and headrests for the rear bench. A passenger airbag
is now standard. In , new folding mirrors replaced the old folding mirrors. For the model year,
the truck received a new center console. In , Chevrolet introduced a limited edition 'TrailBlazer'
appearance package that was available as an upgrade to the LS and LT trims. The Trailblazer's
headlamps, which featured daytime running lamps, would be available on various Blazer
models until production ended. Upon introduction of the Chevrolet TrailBlazer and the GMC
Envoy , production continued after their successors came to the market, with the Jimmy being
sold only in Canada and, in the model year, 4-door models sold to vehicle fleets. Another
upscale model was the GMC Envoy. It used the same engines and had many of the same
upgrades as the Bravada. The model Envoy featured an optional upgrade to High Intensity

Discharge headlamps, and several other visual modifications. To celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the Jimmy nameplate, the Jimmy Diamond Edition was launched. Not too different from the
Envoy, it featured leather seats with a diamond pattern, special diamond logos, and an
aluminum silver plate along lower sides of the SUV. At the same time, a Blazer Xtreme only on
the 2-door model was added to the lineup, based on the S10 Xtreme. This sub-model lasted until
The ZR2 package was only offered on the 2 door Blazer as the 2 door had the shorter
wheelbase. It had a wider ladder-type frame which made its track approx. It also lifted the Blazer
about 3 inches which made it be able to clear 31x An enhanced front 7. Larger wheel and axle
bearings. A front anti-sway bar, skid plates, Bilstein shocks, and a beefier rear axle. IIHS gave a
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Wanted 1. Create Alert. This Chevrolet S Xtreme is about giving you everything you want. It's a
sleek limited edition machine with low mileage, and so it remains sharp and vibrant. The interior
is filled with all the best features. And while it has a great sports truck look, it also never loses
that practicality we expect in a true pickup. The Xtreme was more than just having fun with a
name. Chevrolet offered Wanted: s10 xtreme. This Chevrolet S Xtreme really lives up to its
name. It combines some of Chevy's best performance vehicle features from the last half-century
with a few custom touches to deliver a sleek and loaded pickup that looks far more expensive
than its asking price. This truck looks great, especially for those who love GM performance
history. The deep chin spoiler looks like it was borrowed from Chevy S Xtreme. Lowered with
super nice after market wheels. Comes equipped with a 4. Cold air and bed liner. Has a few
cosmetic issues, but with a little work this truck would be a real head turner. New front tires!
Must see and drive to appreciate. Visit Auto Director online at I got this truck back in May and I
drove it to the dry storage building and locked it in, I haven't tagged it yet! Needs some detail
work on the frame, just clean and paint work! Been inside most it Allright, so I have tried to take
pictures of any issues or blemishes that I can think of, and will try to explain them as best as I
can. I have just replaced the shocks all around with the factory bilsteins and new sway bar links.

Also new are the Proforged or w Chevrolet realized their customers w This Chevrolet Blazer
Xtreme is attractive for far more than its distinct style. After all, this is a low-mileage and loaded
SUV that's practical, distinct, and affordable. This final generation of the S Blazer had an
attractive shape that felt sporty, and the upper-level Xtreme model really maximized that feeling.
After all, these two-door SUVs seem to pay tribute to the s coupes w Recent Arrival! Dream
overland expedition built truck and camper setup ready to hit the road today. We tried to think
of everything as we built this truck. The what ifs or what coulds Below you will find the list of
upgrades we or others have performed on our truck and camper across the US. We built it t
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